Please enjoy this miniature
version of Master Books’
top-selling reproduction of the
famous illustrated time-line:

Adams’ Chart of History.
The actual size of the
accordian-style foldout is
25 feet long — over 5.5 times
larger than this tiny version.
This monumental work of
history is perfect for classroom,
Sunday school, or home library.
It is a visually interesting way to
trace early history’s inventions,
discoveries, and events.
See flip side for order information.

A glimpse of the time-line — in miniature! Actual size: 25 feet!

Adams’ Chart
of History
A Chronology of Ancient,
Modern, and Biblical History

Actual size: 13” x 28”
with accordian-style fold
out 25 ft. long!

• First published in 1871, starts with
biblical creation and goes to 1870.
• Evolution-free, large format
chronology of history is a
great teaching tool
• Based on James Ussher’s
The Annals of the World
• Includes 21 full-color
13” x 28” panels
• Includes FREE 64-page
key booklet with every purchase
• Available in vintage-style
hardcover edition or panels only

Vintage Casebound Edition
ISBN-13: 978-0-89051-505-1

$39.99
Cost-saving Panels Only:
ISBN-13: 978-0-89051-513-6

$27.99
Teacher’s Guide
Now Available!
8.5 x 11 • paperback
32 pages
ISBN-13: 978-0-89051-535-8 • $6.99

Order online and save 20% at:

www.masterbooks.net

1-800-999-3777
VISA and MASTERCARD Accepted

The Annals of the World

This fascinating work of history is available
in paperback or casebound editions.
In the years 1650–1654, Archbishop James Ussher set out to write a history
of the world from creation to A.D. 70. Integrating biblical history (around
15 percent of the text is from the Bible) with secular, Ussher began with the
death of Nebuchadnezzar as a reliable date and worked backward through the
genealogies of the Old Testament to arrive at the date of creation — 4004 B.C.
Containing many human interest stories from the original historical documents
collected by James Ussher, students will find that this is more than just a

• Over 2,500 citations from the
Bible and Apocrypha

• Over 105,000 footnotes

• Paragraphs numbered

• Fully indexed

Chronologically presented with:
• 8 appendixes

history book; it is a treasure-trove of previously unavailable information.

“At last, students have a comprehensive
history of the ancient world which
allows them to draw heavily from
Scripture and primary source
documents. . . . This is a multigenerational book, meant to be
passed to your children.”
— Doug Phillips
President, The Vision Forum, Inc

• Smythe-sewn for durability

Paperback Edition
8-3/8 x 10-7/8 • 960 pages
ISBN-13: 978-0-89051-510-5 • $34.99

Hardcover Edition
8-3/8 x 10-7/8 • 960 pages
ISBN-13: 978-0-89051-360-6 • $69.99
Hardcover includes
FREE TIME-LINE CD

